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Wek’èezhìı Renewable Resources Board Reasons for Decision Final Report – Dìga (Wolf)  

The Reasons for Decision final report, entitled Reasons for Decisions Related to a Joint 
Proposal for Dìga (Wolf) Management in Wek’èezhìı, is posted on the Wek’èezhìı Renewable 
Resources Board (WRRB) Public Registry at http://wrrb.ca/public-information/public-registry. 
 
The Reasons for Decision final report addresses management actions proposed by the Tłı̨chǫ 
Government (TG) and the Department of Environment and Natural Resources, Government of 
the Northwest Territories (GNWT) in their Revised Joint Proposal on Management Actions for 
Wolves (dìga) on the Bathurst and Bluenose-East Barren-ground Caribou (ɂekwǫ̀) Herd Winter 
Ranges: 2021 – 2024.  
 
WRRB Mandate 

• The WRRB has a mandate for wildlife, plants, forest, and protected areas management in 
Wek’èezhìı and adheres to the principles and practices of conservation in fulfilling its 
duties. 

• The Board shares responsibilities for managing and monitoring Dìga (wolf), and the 
Kǫ̀k’èetı̀ and Sahtì Ekwǫ̀ (Bathurst and Bluenose-East caribou) herds. 

2020 Proceeding for Dìga Management 

Joint Management Proposal 

• The Kǫk’èetı̀ ekwǫ̀ herd declined from approximately 472,000 in 1986 to about 8,200 in 
2018, and the Sahtì ekwǫ̀ herd declined from 103,000 in 2010 to about 19,300 in 2018. 
Unfortunately, due to the Covid-19 global pandemic, the calving ground surveys 
scheduled for June 2020 were not conducted.  

• Therefore, wildlife managers are unable to confirm whether the accelerated rates of 
decline for each herd have continued or the herds’ vital rates have improved. The WRRB 
is still uncertain of what the future holds for the Kǫk’èetı̀ and Sahtì ekwǫ̀ herds. 

• Increased dìga harvesting and management is reported in the 2020 Joint Proposal, entitled 
“Joint Proposal on Management Actions for Wolves (dìga) on the Bathurst and 
Bluenose-East Barren-ground Caribou (ɂekwǫ̀) Herd Winter Ranges: 2020 – 2025. TG 
and GNWT submitted the Joint Proposal on January 31, 2020.  

• Following initial assessment, the Board undertook a Level 2 management proposal 
review, as per its Rule for Management Proposals. However, following internal Board 
discussions in March 2020, the Board made the decision to amend its procedure for the 
review of the 2020 dìga management actions to a Level 1 review and to treat the 2020 
dìga management actions as a pilot project only. Further, the Board requested that TG 
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and GNWT resubmit the dìga management actions proposed for 2021-2025 in a Proposal 
for a Level 2 review with the inclusion of lessons learned from the implementation of the 
2020 management actions in August 2020.  

• During the Pilot Project, the coordinated approach of supporting harvesters through 
incentives associated with the traditional economy and a targeted aerial removal program 
were successful in removing 30 dìga from the Kǫ̀k’èetı̀ ekwǫ̀ winter range and 50 dìga 
from the Sahtì ekwǫ̀ winter range. Capture and post-capture related mortalities during the 
dìga collaring program resulted in five additional mortalities bringing totals to 31 dìga on 
the Kǫ̀k’èetı̀ ekwǫ̀ winter range and 54 dìga on the Sahtì ekwǫ̀ winter range. 

• Of the 31 dìga mortalities on the Kǫ̀k’èetı̀ ekwǫ̀ winter range, 15 were harvested through 
aerial removals. Of the 54 dìga mortalities on the Sahtì ekwǫ̀ winter range, 21 were 
harvested through aerial removals. 

• Experience elsewhere suggests dìga need to be reduced by 60-80% of their pre-control 
abundance levels and maintained at low densities over at least a five-year period to show 
a response in Ɂekwǫ̀ (barren-ground caribou) survival and population growth rates. The 
60 to 80% target removal levels for these two herds were 29-39 on the Kǫ̀k’èetı̀ ekwǫ̀ 
range and 73-97 on the Sahtì ekwǫ̀ range. 

• On August 25, 2020, GNWT and TG submitted a revised joint management proposal, 
entitled “Revised Joint Proposal on Management Actions for Wolves (dìga) on the 
Bathurst and Bluenose-East Barren-ground Caribou (ɂekwǫ̀) Herd Winter Ranges: 2021 
– 2024” as well as a technical report with lessons learned from the implementation of the 
2020 Pilot Project and a plain-language summary.  

• The Revised Joint Proposal proposed multiple approaches to reduce dìga predation on 
Kǫ̀k’èetı̀ and Sahtì ekwǫ̀ herds in conjunction with annual monitoring for five years in 
Wek’èezhìı. Following an initial assessment of the Revised Joint Proposal, the Board 
determined that a Level 2 review was appropriate, as per its Rule for Management 
Proposals.  

Conservation Concerns 

• In Board proceedings during 2010, 2016, and 2019, the WRRB made decisions about 
harvest and then, subsequently a total allowable harvest, as well as recommendations to 
urge government action to halt decline of both the Kǫk’èetı̀ and Sahtì ekwǫ̀ herds. 
Unfortunately, to date, management actions have not proved to be successful in stopping 
the decline of these herds despite the hardships borne by harvesters.  

• As a result, the WRRB then made recommendations to increase ɂekwǫ̀ survival and 
offset natural hardships for ɂekwǫ̀ by increasing dìga harvesting, conducting a feasibility 
assessment for dìga management, proposing dìga control, and supporting habitat 
conservation and monitoring.  



• Throughout this proceeding, the Board heard significant public concern about aerial 
removals of dìga and no other Indigenous governments expressed support for the practice 
to continue. 

• The WRRB concluded, based on current evidence, that a serious conservation concern for 
both the Kǫ̀k’èetı̀ and Sahtì ekwǫ̀ herds exists and, as such, increased management and 
monitoring actions are warranted. In addition to harvest limitations and reducing 
disturbance to the ɂekwǫ̀ herds and their habitat, additional management and monitoring 
actions that focus on reducing predation, specifically dìga, are required to support the 
recovery of the Kǫ̀k’èetı̀ and Sahtì ekwǫ̀ herds. 
 

WRRB Recommendations 

• The WRRB recommended that GNWT and TG update the objectives, or their measures 
of success, for the dìga management and monitoring program to ensure that the results of 
the program are measurable and are related to ɂekwǫ̀ recovery. 

• To ensure the most accurate and precise population estimates are available, the Board 
recommended that GNWT and TG identify and implement alternate methods to measure 
and index dìga abundance. The Board further recommended that the dìga sighting rate 
indicator be assessed to determine if and how it contributes to the understanding of 
seasonal trends in dìga abundance on the ɂekwǫ̀ herd ranges. 

• The WRRB urged GNWT and TG to proceed with the ground-based harvest as proposed 
with the addition of harvesters supports, including ɂekwǫ̀ and dìga distribution 
information, gas caching, and/or bait stations as per the Wolf Technical Feasibility 
Assessment: Options for Managing Dìga on the Range of the Bathurst Barren‐ground 
Caribou Herd (2017). Additionally, it was recommended to improve the harvest 
questionnaires used for the harvest reporting program as well as to incorporate learnings 
from Nunavut’s high success rate with their harvest reporting techniques. 

• The WRRB recommended that GNWT and TG should not continue aerial removals of 
dìga on the Kǫ̀k’èetı̀ and Sahtì ekwǫ̀ herd ranges; instead, more resources should be put 
towards ground-based harvest. The Board also recommended that GNWT and TG 
explore alternative methods of assigning harvested dìga to an ɂekwǫ̀ herd and to 
statistically determine confidence in the allocation. 

• To better understand dìga on the ranges of the Kǫ̀k’èetı̀ and Sahtì ekwǫ̀ herds, the WRRB 
recommended monitoring dìga den occupancy through aerial surveys and remote 
cameras, conducting necropsies on all dìga removed through the management program, 
continuing the dìga collaring program using a statistically robust design to measure dìga 
movements, completing a calf mortality study to measure the effects of dìga on calf 
survival, conducting Tłı̨chǫ Knowledge (TK) research studies through storytelling and 
on-the-land collections that document observations of dìga and ɂekwǫ̀ relationship as 
well as the changes in dìga behaviours, and undertaking field studies and modelling to 



determine the cause of death of collared ɂekwǫ̀ to test the assumption that 60% of 
mortality is caused by dìga predation. 

• Finally, the Board recommended implementation of the Adaptive Co-Management 
Framework, through the collaborative Barren-ground Caribou Technical Working Group, 
by establishing and integrating benchmarks for key vital rates, reporting of key vital rates 
of dìga, Kǫ̀k’èetı̀ ekwǫ̀, and Sahtì ekwǫ̀ throughout the year, and conducting an annual 
review of the dìga management and monitoring program in November. Additionally, the 
WRRB recommended GNWT and TG develop annual monitoring protocols for 
efficiency, effectiveness, and humaneness to ensure the dìga management and monitoring 
program is comprehensively evaluated, and to present to the Board annually on the dìga 
program. 


